Discotic molecules in cylindrical nanopores: a Monte Carlo study.
We report Monte Carlo simulations of a model discotic molecule embedded in cylindrical pores. We consider a planar anchoring of the molecules on the surface for two different cylinder radii: R(*) = 5 and R(*) = 10 , in units of the molecular diameter. For both radii, we note that the system is progressively structured in concentric shells when decreasing the temperature. With the small radius, we observe continuous transitions from an isotropic to a nematic phase and then to a crystal one. The radius of the pores is sufficiently small to force the crystal to grow along their main axis. However some orientational discrepancies are observed: some samples present a zigzag configuration. With the big radius, the situation is more complex and it is likely that different scenarios are available. The crystals can be built along the main axis of the cylinders, as for the small radius, but also in any other direction. Thus we observe samples with different orientational domains. In the case of crystals oriented along the nanopore axis, we note that only the first 5 shells close to the wall are sensitive to it.